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Grönska steps into the future of food production with AI-systems 
 
Grönska Stadsodling is pleased to announce we have secured funding from Vinnova for 
the development of AI-systems for vertical farming. The aim of the project is to increase 
resource efficiency, reduce waste and offer more sustainable food in Sweden and the 
world.  
 
In December 2018, Grönska Stadsodling inaugurated one of Europe’s largest vertical farms, 
located in Huddinge, just outside Stockholm. Our farming facility is proof of the technological 
shift that is now necessary worldwide. To meet one of tomorrow’s greatest challenges, global 
food supply, intelligent and resource efficient food production is needed.  
 
Vertical farming is a production method that utilises space extremely efficiently, taking 
advantage of space from floor to ceiling, cultivating in stacked shelves. LED-lighting and circular 
irrigation systems also ensure that consumption of energy and water is resource efficient. With 
proprietary technology for vertical farming, Grönska delivers herbs and leafy greens to grocery 
stores and restaurants in Stockholm, all year round.  
 
Thanks to funding from Sweden’s innovation agency Vinnova, we can now continue our 
development and make our facility even more efficient with the help of artificial intelligence. 
Since Grönska’s start in 2014, we have collected large amounts of data about our technology, 
our methods and our finished products. We will use this data, together with experts in machine 
learning, to develop an AI-system.  
  
The goal of AI in our farming facility is primarily to discover improvement measures that increase 
resource efficiency and performance while reducing waste throughout the production process. 
Here, small changes can have major consequences. For example, if we can reduce the use of 
light by just a few minutes a day and still maintain the same quality, it means major 
improvements in energy consumption over a year. Furthermore, small improvements today will 
have even greater effects when Grönska expands across Sweden and globally.  
 
Vinnova, like Grönska, is convinced that AI can contribute to positive social effects and 
strengthen Swedish competitiveness. We now look forward to taking a giant leap forward with 
artificial intelligence to provide our customers with good, nutritious and sustainable food and 
contribute to a climate-smart future.  
 
You can read more on Vinnova’s webpage: 
https://www.vinnova.se/nyheter/2019/09/nu-startar-de-sina-forsta-ai-resor/ 
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About Grönska 
Grönska Stadsodling is a young, Swedish tech company that was started in 2014 by Petter Olsson, Robin Lee and 
Natalie de Brun Skantz. We grow herbs and vegetables indoors, 365 days a year with an innovative farming system. 
Grönska’s vision is to contribute to more sustainable food consumption by making cities self-reliant. The goal is to 
enable local farming in Sweden and globally. Read more at www.gronska.org  

http://www.gronska.org/

